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ighting an outdoor sports facility is an exciting endeavor, but you need to
ask many questions to ensure the success of your project. Will fixtures be
energy efficient? Can burdensome maintenance costs be avoided? Will
the lights meet safety standards?
When planning a sports-lighting project, three elements of design should be
understood: lighting, structural, and electrical.
Sports lighting should provide a specified quantity and quality of light on
the playing surface. The required quantity (level) of light is determined by the
players' skill level, the speed and size of the ball, the number of spectators, and
any television requirements.
Manufacturers should provide calculations that state both initial and maintained light levels, usually stated in foot-candles. Initial light levels concern the
amount of light produced when the system is new. Maintained light levels concern the amount of lightto be maintained on the field throughout the life of
the system. When comparing manufacturers' proposals, be sure all are designed to the same critena.
Specifications should also address uniformity,
or evenness, of light on the field. Poor uniformity
is a safety hazard for players, and unpleasant for
spectators. Just like viewing movement under a
strobe light, as the ball travels between light and
dark areas, it appears to change speeds, making it
difficult to gauge with the eye. To ensure smoothness, ideal lighting design provides no variation in
light greater than one percent per foot. Uniformity
ratios should be included in each manufacturer's
proposal.
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anufacturers use computer-generated models called point-by-points. These
models are used to evaluate the quantity and quality of proposed lighting levels.
It is extremely important that each manufacturer determine how many fixtures
are needed to achieve desired light levels, but it would be a mistake for a buyer
to base a decision on a designated number of fixtures. That's comparable to buying a car based on the size of its gas tank rather than its fuel efficiency. All 1,500watt metal halide lamps produce the same amount of light.

Structure
The two structural components of a lighting system are luminaire assemblies
and poles. Each component affects the initial cost, life-cycle cost, safety and
quality of a project. The luminaire assembly consists of a lamp, reflector, ballast
mounting, cross-arm and mounting hardware. If the luminaire assembly is not
sufficient to support fixtures that can weigh 60 pounds, the original aiming pattern of the fixtures may be altered, which will
result in a loss of proper quantity and uniformity of
light. When aiming patterns are disturbed, the
only way to restore light levels is to re-aim fixtures,
a costly and tedious process.
A manufacturer that pre-aims fixtures in the
factory can eliminate the initial aiming and reaiming problems that often accompany installation. Technology allows mounting hardware to
lock into place at a pre-determined aiming position.
When it comes to poles, a consultant or lighting manufacturer can help determine the correct
strength and burial requirements, based on wind
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and soil conditions, and the design of the lumina ire assembly. In some areas,
pole foundation design and installation are subject to governmental review.
Three types of poles are commonly used in sports lighting installations,
wood, concrete, and steel. Wood poles, usually the least expensive to purchase
and install, have high maintenance
requirements. Exposure to rain and
wind causes wood to warp and twist;
this can create serious fixture alignment
problems. A la-degree misalignment
can cause a loss of as much as twothirds of the light on the field.
Concrete poles are often less expensive
than conventional steel poles and can
be direct buried. However, concrete
poles are heavy and expensive to set.
Conventional base-plate steel poles
require construction of expensive concrete foundations with anchor bolts. An
alternative steel pole design offers a galvanized steel pole shaft that slip-fits over
a concrete base which has been set
directly into the ground and backfilled
with concrete.
A sports lighting electrical system
should be safe and simple. Although
the electrical requirements for athletic
fields are specialized, they are far less
complex than most commercial and
industrial applications. Electrical systems that comply with the National
Electric Code, as well as state and local
codes, coupled with luminaire assemblies that have Underwriters Laboratory
approval, ensure that an installation
will operate safely with minimal electrical maintenance.
Grounding at the service center and
at each pole is needed to ensure the
safety of anyone who comes in contact
with the pole or electrical equipment.
Grounding for lightning protection
should be designed and installed
according to National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) Code 780. Safety
disconnects on each pole provide additional protection for service crews.
Individual fusing of each fixture avoids
gang failure of the lights and eliminates
costly emergency repairs.
By keeping several additional factors
in mind, the likelihood that a lighting
project will please administration as
well as players and spectators is
enhanced. First, compare the warranties offered by different manufacturers. How long is each, and what items
are covered? Multi-year part and labor
warranties reveal confidence in the
product. Next, be sure to develop clearcut specifications concerning how the
project should be built, and its expected results. Definite standards prevent
unacceptable substitutions, and bids

that are overpriced to cover the uncertainties of an under-defined project.
Jeff Rogers is the vice president of developmental
Lighting, Oskaloosa, lA, 800-825-6030.
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ORGANIC IRON simply

a

traditional fertilizer, Perk is a
true turf

revitalizer.

proprietary

Our

slow release

organic iron combines
Iron

humate

with

potash, nitrogen and
magnesium

to pro-

duce the only organic
granular

controlled-

released iron source
available. Perk provides
long-lasting

deep,

greening and increased
resistance to wear, drought
and disease without stirnulating excessive growth. Plus, the

1.5% magnesium in Perk even
promotes

the production

chlorophyll.

of

You'll find Perk

perfect for greening up fairways, fields and lawns.

For
visit

information,

more

www.LebanonTurf.com.
for

the

nearest

name

Or,

of

your

distributor,

call

turf a little perk-me-up.

Leba
1-800-233-0628
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http://www.sportsturfmanager.com
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Around the Grounds

POWER BROOM
Shindaiwa, Inc. has recently introduced a new
nylon bristle brush for the PowerBroom models,
PB270 and PB2500. The new nylon bristle brush is
ideal for installing synthetic turf, and breaking
apart synthetic grass turf fibers.
Shindaiwa, Inc/800-521-7733
For information, circle 078 or
see www.oners.ims.ca/2082-07

SIGNS
Using state-of-the-art computer-aided sign making systems, FASTSIGNS works with you on your
sign project from concept to completion. Promote
your products and services, increase brand awareness, upgrade your visual image or simply bring
your site to ADA required standards.

8

Fastsigns/800-827 -7451
For information, circle 079 or
see www.oners.ims.ca/2082-079

MARKING

SYSTEM

This combination measuring wheel and marking
wand allows you to measure and mark at the same
time, says the company. Ideal for use on rough terrain, the Model 400PM features steel construction, a single English counter, a wheel brake
to prevent the loss of an existing measurement, and a built-in stand.
Forestry Suppliers/80D-36D-7788
For information, circle 088 or
see www.oners.ims.ca/2082-088
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LATEST LIGHTING DESIGN
The (;E Powr Spot luminairc comprises the core of Glf: SPOlt')
lighting solutions for recreational and competition sports fields at
all levels. The product's optical assembly features a one-piece, parabolic aluminum reflector, coated with silicate glass finish chcmicallv bonded to the aluminum surface.
GE Sports Lighting Systems/828-693-2000
For information, circle 077 or
see www.oners.ims.ca/2082-077
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